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Abstract

Model Inversion (MI) attacks aim to reconstruct pri-
vate training data by abusing access to machine learn-
ing models. Contemporary MI attacks have achieved im-
pressive attack performance, posing serious threats to pri-
vacy. Meanwhile, all existing MI defense methods rely
on regularization that is in direct conflict with the train-
ing objective, resulting in noticeable degradation in model
utility. In this work, we take a different perspective,
and propose a novel and simple Transfer Learning-based
Defense against Model Inversion (TL-DMI) to render MI-
robust models. Particularly, by leveraging TL, we limit the
number of layers encoding sensitive information from pri-
vate training dataset, thereby degrading the performance
of MI attack. We conduct an analysis using Fisher In-
formation to justify our method. Our defense is remark-
ably simple to implement. Without bells and whistles,
we show in extensive experiments that TL-DMI achieves
state-of-the-art (SOTA) MI robustness. Our code, pre-
trained models, demo and inverted data are available at:
https://hosytuyen.github.io/projects/TL-DMI

1. Introduction
Model Inversion (MI) attack is a type of privacy threat that
aim to reconstruct private training data by exploiting access
to machine learning models. State-of-the-art (SOTA) MI
attacks [6, 32, 33, 43, 51] have demonstrated increased ef-
fectiveness, achieving attack performance of over 90% in
face recognition benchmarks. The implications of this vul-
nerability are particularly concerning in security-critical ap-
plications [1, 5, 11, 12, 14, 17, 25, 30, 37, 45].

The aim of our work is to propose new perspective to
defend against MI attacks and to improve MI robustness.
In particular, MI robustness pertains to the tradeoff be-
tween MI attack accuracy and model utility. MI robust-
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ness involves two critical considerations: Firstly, a MI ro-
bust model should demonstrate a significant reduction in
MI attack accuracy, making it difficult for adversaries to
reconstruct private training samples. Secondly, while de-
fending against MI attacks, the natural accuracy of a MI
robust model should remain competitive. A model with im-
proved MI robustness ensures that it is resilient to MI while
maintaining its utility.

Research gap. Despite the growing threat arising from
SOTA MI, there are limited studies on defending against
MI attacks and improving MI robustness. Conventionally,
differential privacy (DP) is used for ensuring the privacy of
individuals in datasets. However, DP has been shown to
be ineffective against MI [13, 44, 51]. Meanwhile, a few
MI defense methods have been proposed. Particularly, all
existing SOTA MI defense methods are based on the idea
of dependency minimization regularization [35, 44]: they
introduce additional regularization into the training objec-
tive, with the goal of minimizing the dependency between
input and output/latent representation. The underlying idea
of these works is to reduce correlation between input and
output/latent, which MI attacks exploit during the inver-
sion. However, reducing correlation between input and out-
put/latent directly undermines accuracy of the model, re-
sulting in considerable degradation in model utility [44]. To
partially restore the model utility, BiDO [35] proposes to
further introduce another regularization to compensate for
the reduced correlation between input and latent. However,
with two additional regularization along with the original
training objective, BiDO requires significant effort in hyper-
parameter tuning based on intensive grid search [35], and is
sensitive to small changes in hyperparameters (see our anal-
ysis in Supp.)

In this paper, our main hypothesis is that a model with
fewer parameters encoding sensitive information from pri-
vate training dataset (Dpriv) could achieve better MI ro-
bustness. Based on that, we propose a novel Transfer
Learning-based Defense against Model Inversion (TL-
DMI) (Fig. 1). Leveraging on standard two-stages TL
framework [34, 48], with pre-training on public dataset as
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Figure 1. (I) Our proposed Transfer Learning-based Defense against Model Inversion (TL-DMI) (Sec. 3). Based on standard TL
framework with pre-training (on public dataset) followed by fine-tuning (on private dataset), we propose a simple and highly-effective
method to defend against MI attacks. Our idea is to limit fine-tuning with private dataset to a specific number of layers, thereby limiting the
encoding of private information to these layers only (pink). Specifically, we propose to perform fine-tuning only on the last several layers.
(II) Analysis of layer importance for classification task and MI task (Sec. 4.2). For the first time, we analyze importance of target model
layers for MI. For a model trained with conventional training, we apply FI and find that the first few layers of the model are important for
MI. Meanwhile, FI analysis suggests that last several layers are important for a specific classification task, consistent with TL literature
[48]. This supports our hypothesis that preventing the fine-tuning of the first few layers on private dataset could degrade MI significantly,
while such impact for classification could be small. Overall, this leads to improved MI robustness. (III) Empirical validation (Sec. 4.3).
The sub-figures clearly show that at the same natural accuracy, lower MI attack accuracy can be achieved by reducing the number of
parameters fine-tuned with private dataset. (IV) Comparison with SOTA MI Defense (Sec. 4.4). Without bells and whistles, our method
achieves SOTA in MI robustness. Visual quality of MI-reconstructed images from our model is inferior. User study confirms this finding.
Extensive experiments can be found in Sec. 4.5. Best viewed in color with zooming in.

the first stage and fine-tuning on private dataset as the sec-
ond stage, we propose to limit private dataset fine-tuning
only on a specific number of layers. Specifically, in the sec-
ond stage, we perform private dataset fine-tuning only on
the last several layers of the model. The first few layers

are frozen during the second stage, preventing private in-
formation encoded in these layers. We hypothesize that by
reducing the number of parameters fine-tuned with private
dataset, we could reduce the amount of private information
encoded in the model, making it more difficult for adver-
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saries to reconstruct private training data.
To justify our design, we conduct, for the first time, an

analysis of model layer importance for the MI task. We
propose to apply Fisher Information (FI) to quantify im-
portance of individual layers for MI [22, 28]. Our analysis
suggests that first few layers are important for MI. There-
fore, by preventing private information encoded in the first
few layers as in our proposed method, we could degrade MI
significantly. Meanwhile, during pre-training, the first few
layers learn low level information (edges, colour blobs). It
is known that low level information is generalizable across
datasets [48]. Therefore, our proposed TL-DMI has only
small degrade in model utility. Overall, TL-DMI could
achieve SOTA MI robustness. We remark that TL-DMI is
very easy to implement. In our experiments, we apply TL-
DMI to a range of models (CNN, vision transformers), see
Sec. 4.5. On the contrary, BiDO has been applied to only
VGG16 [40] and ResNet-34 [15]. Our contributions are:

• We propose a simple and highly effective Transfer
Learning-based Defense against Model Inversion (TL-
DMI). Our idea is a novel and major departure from
existing MI defense based on dependency minimization
regularization. Furthermore, while majority of TL work
focuses on improving model accuracy [18, 34], our work
focuses on degrading MI attack accuracy via TL.

• We conduct the first study to analyze layer importance
for MI task via Fisher Information. Our analysis results
suggest that the first few layers are important for MI,
justifying our design to prevent private information en-
coded in the first few layers.

• We conduct empirical analysis to validate that lower MI
attack accuracy can be achieved by reducing the number
of parameters fine-tuned with private dataset. Our anal-
ysis carefully removes the influence of natural accuracy
on MI attack accuracy.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments to show that
our proposed TL-DMI achieves SOTA MI robustness.
As TL-DMI is remarkably easy to implement, we extend
our experiments for a wide range of model architectures
such as vision transformer [42], which MI robustness
has not been studied before.

2. Background
The target model T is trained on a private training dataset
Dpriv = {(xi, yi)

N
i=1}, where xi ∈ RdX is the facial image

and yi ∈ {0, 1}K is the identity. The target classifier T is
a K-way classifier T : RdX → RK , with the parameters
θT ∈ Rdθ .

Model Inversion (MI) Attack. In MI attacks, an adver-
sary exploits a target model T trained on a private dataset
Dpriv . However, Dpriv should not be disclosed. The main
goal of MI attacks is to extract information about the pri-
vate samples in Dpriv . The existing literature formulates

MI attacks as a process of reconstructing an input x̂ that T
is likely to classify into the preferred class (label) y. This
study primarily focuses on whitebox MI attacks, which are
the most dangerous, and can achieve impressive attack ac-
curacy since the adversary has complete access to the target
model. For high-dimensional data like facial images, the
reconstruction problem is challenging. To mitigate this is-
sue, SOTA MI techniques suggest reducing the exploration
area to the meaningful and pertinent images manifold us-
ing a GAN. Under white-box MI, the adversary can access
T (x̂), the K-dim vector of soft output, and public dataset
Dpub used to train GAN. The Eq. 1 represents the step of
existing SOTA white-box MI attacks [3, 6, 32, 41, 51]. The
details for SOTA MI attacks can be found in the Supp.

w∗ = argmin
w

(− logPT (y|G(w)) + λLprior(w)) (1)

where − logPT (y|G(w)) denotes identity loss in MI at-
tack, which guides the reconstructed x̂ = G(w) that is most
likely to be classified as class y by T . G refers to generator
to generate reconstructed data x̂ from latent vector w. The
Lprior is the prior loss, which makes use of public infor-
mation to learn a distributional prior through a GAN. This
prior is used to guide the inversion process to reconstruct
meaningful images. The hyper-parameter λ is to balance
prior loss and identity loss.

Model Inversion (MI) Defense. In contrast, the MI de-
fense aims at minimizing the disclosure of training sam-
ples during the MI optimization process. First MI-specific
defense strategy is MID [44], which adds a regularization
d(x̂, T (x̂)) to the main objective during the target classi-
fier’s training to penalize the mutual information between
inputs x̂ and outputs T (x̂). Another approach is Bilateral
Dependency Optimization (BiDO) [35], which minimizes
d(x̂, f) to reduce the amount of information about inputs
x̂ embedded in feature representations f , while maximiz-
ing d(f, y) to provide f with enough information about y
to restore the natural accuracy. However, both MID and
BiDO suffer from the drawback that their regulariza-
tion, i.e., d(x̂, T (x̂)) for MID and d(x̂, f) for BiDO,
conflict with the main training objective, resulting in
an explicit trade-off between MI robustness and model
utility. BiDO improves this trade-off with d(f, y) but is
hyperparameter-sensitive due to the optimization of three
objectives, making it difficult to apply.

Model inversion (MI) vs. Membership inference. Be-
side MI, membership inference [16, 23, 36, 38, 39] is an-
other privacy attack on machine learning models. However,
the focus of our work, i.e., vision MI attacks, is funda-
mentally different from membership inference attacks.
In a membership inference attack, the attacker’s objective
is to determine whether a specific data point was part of
the training dataset used to train the target model. Mem-
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No Defense Existing MI defenses Our proposed TL-DMI
Stage 1 Train T with standard objective on Dpretrain

Stage 2 Fine-tune the whole T with stan-
dard objective on Dpriv

Fine-tune the whole T with stan-
dard objective and additional de-
pendency minimization regulariza-
tion on Dpriv

Fine-tune only C with standard ob-
jective on Dpriv

Table 1. Training procedure for “no defense”, existing MI defense methods [35, 44] and our proposed TL-DMI. Stage 1 (pre-training) is
commonly used in existing methods to reduce the requirement for labeled datasets. TL-DMI takes advantage of such setup to defend MI.

bership inference attacks are typically formulated as a pre-
diction problem, where an attacker model is trained to out-
put the probability of a given data point being a member
of the training dataset. In contrast, vision model inversion
attacks are usually formulated as an image reconstruction
problem. The attacker aims to output the reconstruction of
high-dimensional training images. While membership in-
ference attacks are limited to determining membership sta-
tus (in or out of the training dataset) and may not provide
fine-grained information about the training data, model in-
version attacks attempt to recover the training data itself,
which can be more invasive [51].

3. Transfer Learning-based Defense against
Model Inversion (TL-DMI)

Transfer Learning (TL). TL [34, 47] is an effective ap-
proach to leverage knowledge learned from a general task
to enhance performance in a different task. By perform-
ing pre-training on a large general dataset and then fine-
tuning on a target dataset, TL mitigates the demand for
large labeled datasets, while simultaneously improving gen-
eralization and overall performance. In machine learning,
TL works mostly focus on improving the model perfor-
mance by adapting the knowledge to new tasks and domains
[18, 52].
Our proposed defense TL-DMI. In contrast, our work is
the first to apply TL to defend against MI attacks aiming at
degrading MI attack accuracy. Therefore, our study is fun-
damentally different from existing TL works which aim to
improve model utility [20, 24, 26, 34, 46]. Our idea is to
apply TL to reduce the leak of private information by lim-
iting the number of parameters updated on private training
data. Specifically, as illustrate in Fig. 1, we propose to train
the target model T as T = C ◦E in two stages: pre-training
and then fine-tuning. Particularly, in the fine-tuning stage,
E comprises parameters that are frozen, i.e., not updated
by the private dataset Dpriv , while C comprises parameters
that are updated by Dpriv.

• Stage 1: Pre-training with Dpretrain. We first pre-
train T using a dataset Dpretrain. Dpretrain can be a
general domain dataset, e.g., Imagenet1K, or it can be
similar domain as the private dataset Dpriv . Importantly,
Dpretrain has no class/identity intersection with Dpriv.

Both C and E are updated based on Dpretrain in this
stage.

• Stage 2: Fine-tuning with Dpriv . To adapt the pre-
trained model from Stage 1 for Dpriv, we freeze E, i.e.
parameters of E are unchanged. We only update C with
Dpriv .
Tab. 1 provides a comparison between our defense TL-

DMI and existing MI defenses. We remark that pre-training
has already been commonly adopted in previous works of
MI attack. Therefore, in many cases, our method does not
incur additional overhead [3, 6, 32, 35, 41]. As an example,
we consider the main setup of BiDO [35] where VGG16
[40] is used as the target classifier T . Following the pre-
vious works on MI attack, T including E and C are first
pre-trained on Dpretrain = Imagenet1K [10]. Then, for TL-
DMI, we fine-tune C with Dpriv = CelebA [29] while E is
frozen. In contrast, for other MI defense, both E and C are
updated with Dpriv . We explore the design of T with differ-
ent number of layers updated by Dpriv, leading to different
number of parameters in C (|θC |) updated by Dpriv . Using
different |θC |, we limit the amount of private information
encoded in the parameters of T . We show that our approach
TL-DMI improves MI robustness.

Regarding hyperparameter in our proposed TL-DMI, we
determine |θC | by simply deciding at the layer-level of a
deep neural network. Note that during training we use
the same objective of classification task, i.e. no change in
training objective is needed. Therefore, TL-DMI is much
simpler and faster than SOTA MI defense BiDO [35] (see
Supp.). In Sec. 4.2, we present our Fisher Information-
based analysis to justify TL-DMI.

4. Exploring MI Robustness via Transfer
Learning

We introduce the experiment setup in Sec. 4.1. In Sec. 4.2,
we provide the first analysis on layer importance for MI task
via Fisher Information suggesting that earlier layers are im-
portant for MI. Then, Sec. 4.3 empirically validate that MI
robustness is obtained by reducing the number of parame-
ters fine-tuned with private dataset. With the established un-
derstandings, we then compare our proposed method with
current SOTA MI defenses [35, 44] in Sec. 4.4. Addi-
tionally, since our method offer higher practicality com-
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pared with the SOTA MI defenses, we extensively access
our approach on 20 MI attack setups in Sec. 4.5 and Supp.,
spanning 9 architectures, 4 private datasets Dpriv , 3 public
datasets Dpub, and 7 MI attacks.

While the above sections assume a consistent pre-trained
dataset Dpretrain for the target classifier to ensure fair com-
parison with existing works, we also delve into novel anal-
ysis on the effect of various Dpretrain on MI robustness.
We observe that less similarity between pretrain and private
dataset domains can improve defense effectiveness. The de-
tails for this analysis can be found in Supp.

4.1. Experimental Setup

To ensure a fair comparison, our study strictly fol-
lows setups in SOTA MI defense method BiDO [35] in
datasets, attack methods, and network architectures.
Furthermore, we also examine our defense approach with
additional new datasets, recent MI attack models, and new
network architectures. Note that these have not been in-
cluded in BiDO. All the MI setups in our study are summa-
rized in Tab. 2. The details for the setup can be found in
Supp.

MI Defense Baseline. In order to showcase the effi-
cacy of our proposed TL-DMI, we compare TL-DMI with
several existing SOTA model inversion defense methods,
which are BiDO [35] and MID [44].

Evaluation Metrics. Following the previous MI de-
fense/attack works, we adopt natural accuracy (Acc), Attack
Accuracy (AttAcc), K-Nearest Neighbors Distance (KNN
Dist), and ℓ2 distance metrics to evaluate MI robustness.
Moreover, we also provide qualitative results and user study
in the Supp.

4.2. Analysis of Layer Importance for Classification
Task and MI Task

In this section, we provide an analysis to justify our pro-
posed TL-DMI to render MI robustness. We aim to under-
stand importance of individual layers for MI reconstruction
task, justifying our design in TL-DMI to prevent encoding
of private data information in the first few layers as an ef-
fective method to degrade MI. We study layer importance
between classification and MI tasks. To quantify the impor-
tance, we compute the Fisher Information (FI) for the two
tasks for individual layers.

Fisher Information (FI) based analysis. Fisher Infor-
mation F has been applied to measure the importance of
model parameters for discriminative task [2, 22] and gener-
ative task [28]. For example, in [22], FI has been applied
to determine the importance of model parameters to over-
come the catastrophic forgetting in continual learning. Our
study extends FI-based analysis for model inversion, which
has not been studied before. Specifically, given a model T
parameterized by θT and input X , FI can be computed as

Attack Method Dpub Dpriv T

VMI [43]

CelebA [29] CelebA [29]

ResNet-34 [15]

KEDMI[6]/
GMI [51] VGG16 [40]
LOMMA [32] /
BREPMI [19]

KEDMI [6] / CelebA [29] /
FFHQ [21] CelebA [29]

FaceNet64[7]/
IR152 [15]

GMI [51] FFHQ [21] VGG16 [40]

PPA [41] FFHQ [21] FaceScrub [31]
ResNet-18 [15] /
ResNet-101 [15] /
MaxViT [42]

AFHQ [8] StanfordDogs [9] ResNeSt-101 [49]

MIRROR [3] FFHQ [21] VGGFace2 [4] ResNet-50 [15]

Table 2. Setups of our comprehensive experiments. We follow
the exact setups in the previous MI attacks. Beside the standard
MI setups on GMI [51]/KEDMI [6] on VGG16, and VMI [43]
on Resnet-34, we also evaluate our defense approach on current
SOTA MI setups. Due to the need of intensive grid-search for
hyper-paramters, it is very time consuming to expand the exisiting
SOTA MI Defense [35] to these additional MI setups. In total,
there are 20 MI setups spanning 7 MI attacks, 3 Dpub, 4 Dpriv , 9
architectures of T . The experimental setups are described in more
detail in the Supp.

[2, 22, 28]:

F = E
[
− ∂2

∂θ2T
L(X|θT )

]
(2)

Here, L is the loss function for a particular task. Specifi-
cally, we investigate FI on classification task and MI task.
For classification, we follow Achille et al. [2] and Le et al.
[27] to use cross entropy E [− log p(yi|xi)] as L and vali-
dation set Dval

priv = {(xi, yi)
M
i=1} as X . For MI task, we

propose to use the ℓ2 distance between the feature represen-
tations of reconstructed images and the private images as L:

E
[∥∥∥Φ(x̂j

u)− E
[
Φ(xj

priv)
] ∥∥∥

2

]
(3)

Here, for a given input image, Φ computes the penulti-
mate layer representation using the target model, and x̂j

u

is one of the MI reconstructed images for identity j, and
E
[
Φ(xj

priv)
]

is the centroid feature of private images for
identity j. Therefore, we use the distance between MI re-
constructed image and private image of the same identity as
the loss in FI analysis. The set of MI reconstructed images
{x̂j

u}Jj=1 for different identity is used as X . We explore
different setups to compute L, see Supp. In one setup, we
perform FI analysis only at the last iteration (i.e., 3000, for
the result in Fig. 1-II). As we are interested in FI at the layer
level, we compute the average FI of all parameters within a
layer. We use the main MI attack setup in Peng et al. [35],
i.e., VGG16 with KEDMI [6] attack, for FI analysis.
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Observation. The FI results in Fig. 1-II clearly suggest
that the first few layers of a target model are important for
MI task. Meanwhile, FI analysis suggests that the first few
layers do not carry important information for a specific clas-
sification task. This observation is consistent with previous
finding in work [48] suggesting that the earlier layers carry
general features. The FI analysis justifies our design to pre-
vent encoding of private information in the first few layers
in order to degrade MI attacks, while keeping the impact
on classification small. Overall, this leads to improved MI
robustness. Further results with different loss (ℓ1 and
LPIPS [50]) and different MI iterations can be found in
Supp.

4.3. Empirical Validation

As shown in Fig. 1-IV, we observe a significant improve-
ment in MI robustness when reducing the number of pa-
rameters fine-tuned with Dpriv . However, the relationship
between MI attack accuracy and natural accuracy is strongly
correlated [51], which makes it unclear if the decrease in MI
attack accuracy is due to the drop in natural accuracy.

In this section, we empirically investigate the hypothesis
that a model with fewer parameters encoding private infor-
mation from Dpriv has better MI robustness. The empiri-
cal validation is reported in Fig. 1-III. Note that the num-
ber of parameters for the entire target model: |θC | = 16.8M
for VGG16 with KEDMI [6] setup and |θC | = 11.7M for
Resnet-18 with PPA [41] setup. The additional empirical
validation for GMI can be found in the Supp. To separate
the influence of model accuracy on MI attack accuracy, we
perform PPA/KEDMI attacks on different checkpoints for
each training setup, varying a wide range of natural accu-
racy. This is presented by multiple data points on each line.

The results clearly show that fine-tuning fewer parame-
ters on Dpriv enhances MI robustness compared with fine-
tuning all parameters on Dpriv , regardless of the effect on
natural accuracy. For instance, in the KEDMI setup, with a
comparable natural accuracy of 83%, fine-tuning only |θC |
= 13.9M reduces a third attack accuracy compared to fine-
tuning |θC | = 16.8M. The result in the PPA setup is even
more supportive, where with a natural accuracy of around
91%, fine-tuning |θC | = 8.9M reduces the attack accuracy
to 22.36% from 91.7% in |θC | = 11.7M.

Across all configurations, we observe that the fewer pa-
rameters fine-tuned on Dpriv , the more robust the model.
However, it is important to note that if the number of fine-
tuned parameters on Dpriv is insufficient, such as |θC | =
9.1M for KEDMI setup, the model’s natural accuracy may
drop drastically, rendering it unusable. Overall, our experi-
ments strongly suggest that better MI robustness can be
achieved by reducing the number of parameters fine-
tuned on Dpriv .

4.4. Comparison with SOTA MI Defense

In this section, we compare our proposed TL-DMI defense
with current existing MI defenses [35, 44]. For a fair com-
parison, we strictly follow the setups in SOTA MI defense
[35]. Specifically, we first present the MI robustness com-
parison against KEDMI/GMI in Fig. 1-IV. MID [44] im-
proves MI robustness by penalizing the mutual informa-
tion between inputs and outputs during the training process,
which is intractable in continuous and high-dimensional
settings, making MID resort to mutual information approx-
imations rather than actual quantity [35]. In general, MID
is outperformed by more recent defense BiDO [35].

Our proposed TL-DMI is simple yet effective, achiev-
ing outstanding MI robustness as shown in Fig. 1-IV. We
are the first to explore MI defense beyond the regularization
perspective. TL-DMI can be combined with SOTA MI de-
fenses such as BiDO. When combining with TL-DMI, we
strictly follow BiDO. The only difference is that BiDO is
applied only to the unfrozen layers in the fine-tuning stage.
The results in Fig. 1-IV show that the trade-off between
utility and robustness is much improved when we combine
two approaches. Also, TL-DMI helps restore the utility de-
graded by BiDO, rendering a much more MI robust model
(reducing MI attack accuracy by 27.36% from 46.23% to
18.87%) while improving model utility (increasing model
accuracy by 1.8% from 80.35% to 82.15%).

In VMI setup presented in Tab. 3, MID [44] suffers when
applied to VMI [43] due to the requirement of modifying
the last layer of the network to implement the variational ap-
proximation of the mutual information [35]. Hence, we ob-
serve a significant drop in natural accuracy when applying
MID [44] to VMI [43]. BiDO [35] partially addresses this
problem and recovers natural accuracy better with compara-
ble attack accuracy. Comapred to BiDO, TL-DMI updating
|θC | = 21.14M (out of 21.5M parameters in totam) improves
natural accuracy by around 1%-3% while achieving greater
robustness by reducing attack accuracy by around 6%.

In another effort to comprehensively compare with the
SOTA MI defense BiDO [35], we extend the evaluation to
include additional SOTA MI attacks: LOMMA [32] and
PPA [41]. Given the different setup of PPA compared to
BiDO, we adapt BiDO to work with additional architec-
tures of T , specifically ResNet-18/101 [15], tailored to the
PPA attack. Note that these evaluations have not been ex-
plored yet in the MI literature [35, 44]. From the results in
Tab. 3, a consistent trend is that all defenses have suffered
in natural accuracy, but TL-DMI method has suffered the
least in natural accuracy while reducing the most in attack
accuracy. Consequently, TL-DMI achieves the best MI ro-
bustness trade-off, which can be quantified by ∆, which is
the ratio of drop in attack accuracy to drop in natural ac-
curacy (the larger is the ratio, the better is MI robustness).
Additional comparison against BREPMI [19] can be found
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Attack Method T Defense Acc ⇑ AttAcc ⇓ ∆ ⇑

VMI [43] ResNet-34 [15]
No Def. 69.27 39.40 -
BiDO 61.14 30.25 1.13
TL-DMI 62.20 23.70 2.22

LOMMA [32] VGG-16 [40]

No Def. 89.00 95.67 -
BiDO 80.35 70.47 2.91
TL-DMI 83.41 75.67 3.58

PPA [41]

ResNet-18 [15]
No Def. 94.22 88.46 -
BiDO 91.33 76.56 4.12
TL-DMI 91.12 22.36 21.32

ResNet-101 [15]
No Def. 94.86 83.00 -
BiDO 90.31 67.26 3.46
TL-DMI 90.10 31.82 10.75

Table 3. The comparison between our proposed TL-DMI and
SOTA MI denfense BiDO [35], where the Acc and AttAcc are
given in %. Our evaluation covers a wide range of MI at-
tack setups. We follow previous work for MI setups (see de-
tails in Tab. 2 and Supp.). To implement TL-DMI, we set
|θC | = 21.14M/13.90M/8.90M/16.05M for T = ResNet-34/VGG-
16/ResNet-18/ResNet-101, respectively. MI robustness is quan-
tified by the ∆, the ratio of drop in attack accuracy to drop in
natural accuracy. As shown in the results, our proposed TL-DMI
significantly improves MI robustness comparing to BiDO.

in Supp. In conclusion, our proposed TL-DMI stands out as
highly effective across a range of SOTA MI attacks [32, 41].

4.5. Extended MI Robustness Evaluation

Our proposed TL-DMI is simple, easy to implement, and
less sensitive to hyperparameters than BiDO, which re-
quires intensive grid search for hyperparameter. This signif-
icant advantage allows us to extend the scope of experimen-
tal setups for the MI defense to align with the remarkable
increase in MI attack setups, which are not yet evaluated in
previous MI defenses [35, 44].

Results on different Dpub. We evaluate TL-DMI
against KEDMI and GMI attacks on three architectures
(VGG16, IR152, FaceNet64) with varying public datasets
(CelebA, FFHQ), spanning 12 facial domain MI setups.
These are standard setups in KEDMI/GMI, however, only
2 out of 12 setups examined in the current SOTA MI de-
fense were presented in [35]. The results in Tab. 4 demon-
strate that TL-DMI consistently achieves significantly more
robust models across all setups while maintaining accept-
able natural accuracy, with significant improvements in ro-
bustness across a wide range of attack scenarios (13.33%-
42.60% for KEDMI, 11.14%-31.94% for GMI). On aver-
age, TL-DMI significantly reduces the accuracy of MI at-
tacks by more than a half.

Results on SOTA high resolution MI attacks. Further-
more, we provide our defense results against SOTA High
Resolution MI attacks, i.e., PPA [41] and MIRROR [3] in
Tab. 3 and Tab. 5. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first MI defense approach against such high resolution
MI attack. The results are very encouraging. We observe
only a small reduction in natural accuracy, while the attack

accuracy experiences a significant drop thanks to our de-
fense TL-DMI.

Results on different architectures of T . Unlike BiDO,
TL-DMI does not require an intensive grid search for hy-
perparameter selection for a specific architecture. There-
fore, TL-DMI offers high practicality and is readily appli-
cable to a range of architectures, whereas existing state-of-
the-art MI defenses lack this advantage [35]. We conduct
evaluations on a range of architectures, including residual-
based networks such as ResNet-18/50/101, ResNeSt-101,
IR152, as well as the more recent MaxViT architecture [42].
Across all these experiments in Tab. 5 and Tab. 3, TL-DMI
consistently demonstrate superior performance, highlight-
ing its effectiveness and robustness across various architec-
tures.

Result on different Dpriv . Regarding private dataset
Dpriv , in addition to CelebA, which is standard for MI re-
search, and other large-scale facial datasets including Face-
scrub [31] and VGGFace2 [4], our experiments go beyond
these datasets by studying the animal domain, i.e., Stanford
Dogs dataset [9]. The result is illustrated in Tab. 5. Via our
comprehensive evaluation, we find that our approach con-
sistently demonstrates its efficacy across various datasets,
regardless multiple factors such as the number of train-
ing/attack classes or the specific domain under considera-
tion. This versatility highlights the robustness and adapt-
ability of our defense TL-DMI across a wide range of sce-
narios.

Overall, all these extensive results consistently support
that our method is effective in defending against advanced
MI attacks. Our approach is simple and can be easily ap-
plied, with minimal changes to the original training of target
classifier T . Additional results and analysis are included
in the Supp.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a simple and highly effective
Transfer Learning-based Defense against Model Inversion
(TL-DMI). Our method is a major departure from existing
MI defense based on dependency minimization regulariza-
tion. Our main idea is to leverage TL to limit the number of
layers encoding private data information, thereby degrad-
ing the performance of MI attacks. To justify our method,
we conduct the first study to analyze layer importance for
MI task via Fisher Information. Our analysis results sug-
gest that the first few layers are important for MI, justify-
ing our design to prevent private information encoded in the
first few layers. Our defense TL-DMI is remarkably simple
to implement. Through extensive experiments, we demon-
strate SOTA effectiveness of TL-DMI across 20 MI setups
spanning 9 architectures, 4 private datasets Dpriv , and 7 MI
attacks.
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Attack
Method

Dpriv Dpub Dpretrain T Defense
Method

|θC |/|θT | Acc
⇑

Top1-AttAcc
⇓

Top5-AttAcc
⇓

KNN
Dist ⇑

KEDMI

CelebA CelebA

ImageNet1K VGG16 No Def. 16.8/16.8 89.00 90.87 ± 2.71 99.33 ± 0.75 1168
TL-DMI 13.9/16.8 83.41 51.67 ± 3.93 80.33 ± 2.91 1410

MS-CelebA-1M
IR152 No Def. 62.6/62.6 93.52 94.07 ± 1.82 99.67 ± 0.63 1071

TL-DMI 17.8/62.6 86.70 64.60 ± 4.93 87.67 ± 2.73 1333

FaceNet64 No Def. 35.4/35.4 88.50 86.73 ± 2.85 98.33 ± 1.49 1194
TL-DMI 34.4/35.4 83.41 73.40 ± 4.10 91.67 ± 1.92 1265

CelebA FFHQ

ImageNet1K VGG16 No Def. 16.8/16.8 89.00 55.60 ± 3.75 84.67 ± 2.85 1407
TL-DMI 13.9/16.8 83.41 34.53 ± 3.43 65.33 ± 3.36 1554

MS-CelebA-1M
IR152 No Def. 62.6/62.6 93.52 70.27 ± 3.40 89.33 ± 2.14 1285

TL-DMI 17.8/62.6 86.70 46.53 ± 4.58 72.67 ± 3.16 1454

FaceNet64 No Def. 35.4/35.4 88.50 57.87 ± 4.70 82.00 ± 3.45 1409
TL-DMI 34.4/35.4 83.41 15.27 ± 4.09 31.00 ± 4.24 1751

GMI

CelebA CelebA

ImageNet1K VGG16 No Def. 16.8/16.8 89.00 30.20 ± 5.26 55.00 ± 5.95 1600
TL-DMI 13.9/16.8 83.41 7.80 ± 3.36 23.33 ± 4.60 1845

MS-CelebA-1M
IR152 No Def. 62.6/62.6 93.52 40.87 ± 4.76 66.67 ± 5.76 1516

TL-DMI 17.8/62.6 86.70 8.93 ± 3.73 22.67 ± 5.21 1819

FaceNet64 No Def. 35.4/35.4 88.50 26.87 ± 3.75 49.00 ± 6.05 1643
TL-DMI 34.4/35.4 83.61 15.73 ± 4.58 33.00 ± 6.28 1752

CelebA FFHQ

ImageNet1K VGG16 No Def. 16.8/16.8 89.00 13.60 ± 4.43 32.00 ± 4.92 1725
TL-DMI 13.9/16.8 83.41 4.27 ± 2.56 12.33 ± 3.44 1919

MS-CelebA-1M
IR152 No Def. 62.6/62.6 93.52 24.27 ± 4.24 45.67 ± 6.71 1617

TL-DMI 17.8/62.6 86.70 6.13 ± 3.11 15.00 ± 4.98 1877

FaceNet64 No Def. 35.4/35.4 88.50 13.13 ± 4.96 30.33 ± 5.40 1746
TL-DMI 34.4/35.4 83.61 2.60 ± 1.49 8.67 ± 3.64 2009

Table 4. Our evaluation covers multiple MI attack setups, target models, and public, private and pre-trained datasets. Here, the results
are given in %. Specifically, we reports the MI defense results against different MI attack methods (KEDMI and GMI), as well as using
different public datasets Dpub (CelebA and FFHQ), and pre-trained datasets Dpretrain (Imagenet1K and MS-CelebA-1M), for several
target model T : VGG16, IR152, FaceNet64.

Attack
Method

Dpriv T Defense Acc
⇑

AttAcc
⇓

δEval
⇑

δFaceNet
⇑

ℓ2 Dist
⇑

FID
⇑

PPA
FaceScrub MaxViT No Def. 96.57 79.63 128.46 0.7775 - 50.37

TL-DMI 93.01 21.17 168.85 1.0199 - 55.50

Stanford Dogs ResNeSt-101 No Def. 75.07 91.90 62.56 - - 33.69
TL-DMI 79.54 60.88 83.57 - - 46.01

MIRROR VGGFace2 ResNet-50 No Def. 99.44 84.00 - - 602.41 -
TL-DMI 99.40 50.00 - - 650.28 -

Table 5. The defense results for SOTA MI attacks on 224x224 images. We strictly follow experimental setups from PPA and MIRROR,
presenting results for Acc and AttAcc in %. Additionally, we employ PPA-introduced metrics, δFaceNet and δEval, alongside MIRROR-
introduced metric l2 Dist for the evaluation. Our proposed TL-DMI successfully defends against SOTA MI attacks on high resolution
224x224. To train our TL-DMI defense models, we set |θC | = 18.3M/27.9M/32.9M for T = MaxViT/ResNeSt-101/ResNet-50, respectively.

Limitation. Following other MI attack and defense re-
search [6, 32, 35, 44, 51], our current focus is on classifica-
tion. However, our future work will extend to studying MI
attacks and defenses for other machine learning tasks, such
as object detection.

Ethical consideration. Our research on improving MI
robustness addresses a significant ethical concern in mod-
ern data-driven machine learning: data privacy. Our study
is based on publicly available standard data and does not
involve the collection of sensitive information.
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